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reduction is illustrated.

In Section VI we discuss the role of kinematical

superspace constraints as a subset of the group-manifold equations of motion
demonstrating hov the auxiliary fields are obtained in this approach.
Section VII deals with the application of the group manifold method to supersymmetric Super Yang-Mills theories.

SEC. I: DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF GROUPS ADD SUPERGROUPS
It is very difficult to summarize the present status of gravity
Let

theories because of the variety of different approaches vhich are being tried
and developed at the moment in this rapidly evolving field.
We have chosen to present gravity theories from the point of viev of
group manifold formulation.

G

be a generic Lie group, that is a differentiable manifold

endowed vith a differentiable group structure.

This has some distinct advantages.

chart containing the identity

e

one utilizes consistently the language of differential forms vhich turns out

We suppose

to be considerably more compact than the usual tensor csiculus vith an essentially

Since

equivalent physical content.2^^]

local chart can be written as:

G

e - 0.

In

U

In particular let

(A

U

be a local

we shall denote with

By

dy

we mean the

1 x n

matrix given by

is a Lie group there is a differentiable map

Secondly, the invariance properties of the theory are exhibited in a
more natural and straight forward way from the Lagrangian.

G.

the coordinates of elements (y,u,v)e G.

\

First of all

of

G x G •* G

dy-j^ ... dy
dy..
which in the

pM

This point is also

relevant in the discussion of auxiliary fields for supersymmetric theories.
Finally, by writing these theories on the group manifold in the first

where y = uv. By differentiation ve obtain:

order formalism ve hope to arrive at a consistent classification of the
rheonomic lagrangians parallelling that of ordinary lagrsngisns invariant under
group action.

Here byriieonomicwe intend a special class of actions to be

It

precisely defined in the sequel, which admit a non trivial class of solutions,

The lectures are organized as follows.

In Section I we discuss the

differential geometry of groups and supergroups introducing the notion of
connection and related Yang Hills potentials.
Einstein gravity in the Cartan formulation.

(1.2)

d

besides the vacuum, related by supersymmetric transformations.

vhich can be rewritten briefly as:

In Section II we discuss ordinary

This provides a first example

vhich will then be generalized to store complicated theories, in particular

U =• d £u,v

supergravityJjXAt this point we shall discuss the distinction between "pure"
and "impure" theories.

(1.3)

In Section III ve develop an axiomatic approach to

rheonomic theories related to the concept of Chevalley cohomology on group
manifolds.

In Section IV we apply these principles to

F = 1

supergravity.

In Section V we present the panorama of so far constructed pure and impure
group manifold eupergravities.
pure
N » 3

d = 5
in

H = 2

<1 = k.

Associativity of the group product implies:
By differentiating this relation we obtain:

In particular we discuss in some detail the

case and as examples of the impure theories

H • 2

and

The way a pure theory becomes impure after dimensional
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(tu)v

t(uv).

Exjanding

da

into the

o

one finds a relation:

= O
(1.9)

Prom (l.lt) ve see that the forms:

.A
(1.5)

are invariant under trasla-tion to the l e f t (right) on G. Namely consider
the map L(b) : L(b)y = by and E{b) : E{b)y = yb. We have immediately from
(l-.lt) that:

where the scalars (; „_ must be invariant under l e f t trafelations.
it
follows that they must be constants on G; they are named the structure constants of G. The (1.9) are called the Maurer Cartan equations of G. The
set of forms o
correspond to a frame in cotangent space: in the p h y s i c i s t ' s
language they are a complete set of covariant vectors on G. We msy introduce
the dual frame of tangent (eontrovariant) vectors on G defined by:

(1.10)

We may consider the

T,

as differential operators on

G.

Their commutator can

be computed easily from the Maurer Cartan equations and turns out to be:

L f (»<r.
(1.6)

where

L*(b)o

is called the pull back of

a

under L(b).

The Jacob! identity is then:

The adjoint automorphysm defined by:'

(1.7)
(1.12)
acts as:

A particular example, of interest in the following, i s provided by the Poineare
group. We define P as the set of 5 x 5 matrices
(1.8)

The matrix

Ad(b) yields the adjoint representation of

G.

(1.13)

The differentiation

and multiplication of forms are natural under differentiable maps of manifold,
they commute vith the pull back.

Therefore also

-3-

da

is invariant under L(b).

-h-

where

A

is a Lorentz matrix.

The inverse of the above matrix (1.13) is given

by:

-1

V

(l.HO

Our theory vill be formalized on the group manifold
The definition of left invariant forms given in (1.8) can 'be bypassed by simply

are forms

u

G.

T

Objects of the theory

forming a non singular frame in every point of G.

noticing that:
understood as particular oases of the u
figuration.

In general the u

(1.19)

t

corresponding to the "

Tha
Tha oo

are
con-

do not satisfy the Maurer Cartan equation and

we have instead the definition of curvature:
(1.15)

- dp\
is a matrix valued

1-form vhich is left invariant.

the left invariant forms.

(1.20)

Its matrix elements are

They are tetter organized into the forms:
which is a 2-fonn obeying the Bianchi identities:

-i

CO - A

A'Jf-V

(1.16)
(1.21)

which are It x k matrix valued and vector valued respectively.
differentiation we see immediately that;

The dual tangent frames t o the M are tangent vectors defined by:

By

(1.22)

(LIT)
and satisfying the comutation relations:
These are the Maurer Cartan equations.
vectors

The Lie algebra is given by the tangent

? ,3
r* rs

(1.23)

(1.18)

which, however, do not close as in the vacuum case because of the intrinsic
components of the curvature E „ . It is also possible to base a. gravity
theory entirely in terms of tangent vectors vhich carry the saw information
as the forms \i .

with the commutation relations:

vectors

We shall refer to the p or the TA as the "soft" forms and tangent
on G. Suitable modifications must be introduced in the case of
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supergroups.

The symmetry of the

C

2.

is now given by:

Contraction.

to the

p-1

in the

u :

To any tangent vector

forms.

TA we associate a map from the p-froms

A generic p-form i s specified by expanding i t as a polinomial

(1.2U)

(1.29)
and the Jacob! identities by:
We define:

=O

(1.25)

T,

-AS
where the quantitities

if the corresponding index labels a bose, fermi

direction respectively in

the supergroup.

The form

Covariant differentiations.

representation of G

It applies to any

and yield a Bet of p + 1

p

U1

contraction
on

Of great interest are the following formal devices:
1.

(1.30)

e

A,B appearing in the exponent are understood as 0,1
1
is called the contraction of u with
B
B

Au
Au
A

Obviously the

la given byi

form with values in a

forms with values in the same
(1.31)

multiplet.

We suppose given a matrix representation

D

of the Lie algebra G

satisfying the commutation relations:
3.

Differentiation raises the order of the form, contraction lowers it. By

combining the two we obtain an operator vhieh leaves invariant the order of the
form.

We have then as covariant derivative of the generic form u

I

\

A

A

The Lie derivative along the tangent vector

t

is defined, by:

the quantity:

(1.32)

'
(1.27)
The Lie derivative along

i s then given by:

From which follows that the second derivative Is:
(1.33)

(1.26)

The Lie derivative baa the following geometrical interpretation.

In ref \2A

the anholonomized coordinate transformation (AGCT) was introduced and a formula
The curvature ean fee considered as a £ form with values In the adjoint

was derived detailing the change of the u*

representation of

transformations:

G.

Its covariant derivative then vanishes according to

(1.21).

A

A

A

under Infinitesimal coordinate

~£ "D.
A
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^£Mh,

"8" ~

(1.3k)

in (1.31*) the E form a tangent vector.

We define

c* » u A , E *

as the

Finally, the AGCT variation of a maltiplet of p forns is given toy:

*A

(intrinsic) components of t. They constitute a multiplet of O-forms
(ordinary functions). The infinitesimal change brought in by the eA i s now*

(1-35)

A form i s equivariant if:

By rearranging the differentials ve see that the change can be rewritten as:

.•A

and this In turn is the Lie derivative along the tangent vector

(1.36)

In this case a coordinate transformation simply induces a linear transformation
on the multiplet. A weaker property ia the H-equivarianee in which one requires
only:

t. The result

(1.U2)

can be generalized to any form of any degree. Replacing the ordinary derivative
with the covariant derivative yields the covariant Lie derivative of a multiplet
of forms.

Explicitly one has:

where

G.
h is now an element of the Lie algebra of a subgroup H
Finally, ve have a killing vector if the e corresponds to a

coordinate transformation which leaves the M

, r y'(jgj J- \

(1.37)

invariant.

This notion

corresponds to the classical one in general relativity and is of great
importance in carrying out dimensional reduction.

Accordingly ve have:

Of interest are the leibnife rules for differentiation and contraction:
(1.1.3)

= o
as a condition for a killing vector.

(1.38b)

Sec. II: OKDIHABY GRAVITY

General relativity as a theory on a soft manifold was essentially
Introduced by Cartan and later by Sciama, Kibble and Utiyama through the
formalism of tetrads or vierbeins. Since this is now a well-knovn procedure,
we recall briefly the essential points. The metric tensor i s parametrized as:

In this vay the covariant Lie derivative can be rewritten as:

(1.39)

(KTZZ
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(2.1)

and vtt Introduce correspondingly the 1-forms (vierbeins):

\ / 9-

\ \&

(2.2)

The Cartan connection i s the <•>

defined through the equation:

R a - k ! x -^ ')'• - i/i'
where the operator
the Lorentz group

D

(2.3)

The following observations are helpful in understanding the group
manifold approach. The V form a basis in cotangent space and the u>
seem
to serve no useful purpose except eovariant differentiation. However any
solution V* , (u
can be extended to a basis on a 10 dimensional space by
considering instead of a locally Minkowski space,a fibre bundle with fibre
S0(3,l). For simplicity ve work locally in some open set U such that the
restriction of the bundle on 0 is trivial and can be taken as U S G. In
U®G we have coordinates xv e R and nVVt S0(3,l) along the fibre. On
U ®G we define the forms:

denotes the eovariant differentiation with respect to

30(1,3).

The curvature tensor is then defined from the

(2-8)

(A dA)

J

connection as:
(where

K, =

A

a non singular basis in the cotangent space.

,C

(2.1*)

In this vay gravity appears as a theory in the V and u> , the latter
appearing in the second order formulation as the first derivatives of the
vlerbeiris and not as an independent propagating field. The action i s then
written as:

A(x)

vhich turn out to give

The forms

V, in through an undefined gauge transformation in
a section

s

VV)»

is the Lorentz matrix of parameters

V, u

S0(3,l).

in the bundle specifies the transformation.

it Is easy to verify that all forms
if the original forms did so.

V, w

differ from
Any choice of
For these reasons

still satisfy equations (2.6)-(2.7)

Therefore, the Einstein equations can be

extended to a 10 dimensional manifold which is (at least locally) diffeomorphic
to the Poincare group.

Therefore equations (2.6)-(2.7) have the (2.8) as

solutions if interpreted on the Poincare group.

We are aware that there are

some non trivial questions to be asked globally but in what follows we speak

(2.5)

r

of the Poincare group by abuse of language.
This possibility of extending equations (2.6)-(2.7) to a manifold of

Upon variation in the

a

this action yields the constraints (2.3) In the

larger dimension rests on the fact that they use the exterior algebra only,
without, for instance, the concept of Hodge dual.

Moreover all these equations

form:
are trivially eovariant under arbitrary changes of coordinates even in the
extended manifold.

c

(2.6)

=o

This raises the interesting possibility of considering the equations
(2.6)-(2.7) extended on the whole Foincare group as the primary field

We refer to this equation as the "torsion" equation.

Variation in the

equations of the theory.

V

Clearly any solution of the conventional theory is

also a solution of the extended one.

instead gives the usual Einstein field equations in the vacuum:

But also the converse is true.

The field

equations (2.6)-(2.7), if Interpreted on a space of larger dimensionality, Imply
many more conditions on the
OL

r.

(2.7)

Ra, R

than we had before, even considering

the fact that the number of independent components of the combined vlerbeins+
connections Is now 100 instead of 1*0.

Heurlstically, one sees that the

that the extended equations admit the solution as the only solution.

-11-
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We refer

to a structure of the kind (£.8) where the Lorentz group is factorlzed In a.
trivial manner as an undefined gauge transformation as a "factorized" solution.
In general ve expect that a gravity like theory, if written on a soft group
manifold will admit factorization under all
gauge symmetries of the theory.

H

G subgroups which are exact

This is true of

S0(3,l)

in gravity.

Yet it.

is also true that traslations are not included in the gauge transformations of
gravity.

What is considered as traslational or amended "traslational" gauge

invariance is simply a relabelling coming from the usual coordinate transformations of the theory.

Upon use of the language of differential forms this last

invariance becomes trivial and need not be reinstated.

In particular it

does not yeld any new conditions on the theory.
A second point to be raised is the fact that all field equations permit
the vacuum

Ra = H

= 0 as a solution.

structure of the action (2.5).

This depends on the particular

In general we can think of an action of the form:

= \fa&,J>A^\^ . u ..
where the

A, vft, v^g, ...

are polinomials in the

(2.9)

u • Upon variation we

would obtain the field equations:

Gravity i s the prototype of a "pure" theory, namely one In which the
only field variables are the v and there Is no Hodge duality. The scheme
can be generalized to impure theories in which we allow the use of other forms,
not necessarily of degree 1 , and therefore not necessarily interpretable as
Yang-Mills potentials. We insist, however, on the absence of a dual in order
to make the theory extendable Into higher dimensional spaces and obtain
factorization. An example of an impure theory Is gravity with electromagnetic field:

A- ( j ^ '

-tft
.

which has the 0-forms F
as a multiplet besides the other fields. Another
example i s the scalar field coupled with gravity. We can achieve this in many
impure ways. The most intriguing Is the following:

which are compatible with vacuum solutions only i f

(2.11)

which is of course true for gravity.*

principle for generalized gravity theories. A second, less obvious condition,
is that the field equations admit solutions other than the vacuum. We all Know
that this i s not true for gravity in 3 dimensions. Combining these requirements
plus that of parity we see that gravity i s practically unique. Summarizing, we
started from a theory vhieh had all the 10 potentials for a Yang-Mills theory
of the Poincare group but then ve decided to forego the whole group invariance
while retaining only S0(3,l) invariance. In general an incomplete invariance
destroys the uniqueness of the action. Eere instead the simple requirement of
the existence of the vacuum and other non trivial solution results in a,
straightforward selection of the action. It iB Interesting to notice that the
scheme maintains i t s usefulness in more complicated cases.

(2.13)

i K2

This condition suitably generalized can
Upon elimination of the

. ab in the second order formalism one ootalns an
u

be used to narrow the choices of lagrangians, It is therefore a building
action of the kind:
"

In the case of gravity one has

A = 0 v.

d
= e-.-,V"abed" AV

and since

Is a multiplet In the co-adjoint representation of the Poincare group:

Hfwhich implies propagation of the uaesless scalar field

.

\
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(2.110

\.

A number of Interesting formal points can he raised for impure theories.
Some of them can b« obtained from pure theories through, the device of dimensional
reduction; thi» 1» flliwd the case of the conventional E.M. field which has been
long known t * follow from ordinary gravity in 5 dimensions, as exemplified by
the paper of Klein and Kaluza.

G.

G.

They axe intrinsic in character.

This may explain

Gravity Is an Impure

S0(3,l) theory because then the vierbeinB are not considered as Yang Mills

SEC. III.

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE ACTIOH OH GROUP MAHIFOLDS

In this example the game is obvious, it may not be so In more

complicated settings.

It would be nice if all interesting physical theories

would be pure or at least derivable from pure theories through dimensional
reduction.

topology of the group

their uniqueness in spite of their non invariance.

Other theories may look impure because we

simply choose to look only at some subgroup of

potentials,

It is this economy In axioms which makes the search for pure theories
interesting, theories of this sort give information and are related to the

This makes the search for the pure theories worthwhile.

Some non

trivial examples are known in 5 dimensions, almost certainly others exist in
higher dimensions as well but are beyond our present computational capability.
Before we leave ordinary gravity let us see briefly how factorization
follows from the field equations.
polinomlal in the

to

and

We expand the curvature as a generic

Maxwell theory and eromodynamics are based on the complete invariance
of the action under the gauge group.

Here we take a different attitude,

normally

invariance of the theory under a particular group, to be taken as large as
possible, is required in order to fix the action as narrowly as possible,
furthermore invariance leads to conservation, laws.
However, already In ordinary gravity one sees that, although the theory
is built from the potentials of the full Poincare group, the corresponding

V a , considered as independent forms since we work

in 10 dimensions in formulas:

action is invariant only under gauge transformations of the Lorentz subgroup.
We stress here that gauge transformations are understood in the narrow and
strict sense of the definition:

(2.15)

(3.1)
Hext we introduce (2.15) into (2.6)-(2.T).

After some simple algebra we see

that the all Intrinsic components of the curvature containing at least one
(kl) vanish.
theory.

The remaining equations have exactly the same content as the old

In general the "normal" components along forms other than the vierbein

either vanish or they can be expressed In terms of the tangential components.

not containing derivatives of the potentials.

Actually, if this condition is

relaxed one can obtain a sort of extension of the gauge invariance- under the
full Poincare group.

In fact the translations! gauge transformation contained

in the Poincare group reads as:

The last weaker property is called rheonomy and is equivalent to supersymmetry
in supergravlty.

In higher dimensions a generic theory has so many equations
(3.2)

as to leave room for the vacuum only.

J

In order to avoid this trap one has to impose very stringent conditions
on the theory which then turns out to be practically unique.
suitable action, once the group

G

The search for a

Is given, is a purely algebraic problem

which is similar to the search for cohomology classes on

0.

The definition

As one can easily check this transformation doe3 not leave the action (2.5)
invariant.

However, one can amend the transformation by allowing changes in

the connection

u

which contain derivatives, that is the curvatures:

of a cohomology class is intrinsic to the group, but the form representing the
class is not in general invariant under group operations.
search for the analog of the polinomlals
group

G

f A ,v A > v^..."!

although the polinomial may break the

G

Similarly, the

gauge invariance.

way it is the group itself which tells us how to break it.

(3.3)

is intrinsic to the
In this
This transformation is often quoted as the "true" gauge transformation of
gravity corresponding to translations.

Quite clearly it is just an infinitesimal

-15-
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coordinate transformation in the AGCT form as one can check from (1.36).
Therefore its physical content is trivial insofar as the theory being vrltten

is of the form:

in the exterior algebra of foraus is unite transparently in covariont form.

A-;,V?V

Invariance under coordinates transformation need not be proved and says
nothing new about the action.
We need instead criteria which select the action as uniquely aa
possible.

(3.U)

then the existence of the vacuum implies:

We do not have yet a clear cut set of axioms tut the following

principles seem to insure that only a very narrow 61ass of actions will survive
on the group manifold.

IA

In a sense our procedure is identical in content to

(3.5)

the search for supersymnetric lagrangians in a completely different algebraic
setting.

Ve ask that:
This condition is responsible already for the fixing of many parameters in the

1)

The vorld is a Lie group manifold.

This manifold should include either

action of interesting theories.

Examples are:

the Foineare or De Sitter group as a subgroup.
1)
2)

yA

A pure theory should contain as fields the potentials

a 1-form with values in the Lie algebra of

G.

only, that is

The action is then a p-fonn

formed from the potentials by using the exterior algebra with the operations
d

and

3)

A

only, excluding the Hodge dual.

The theory should admit the

field configuration where the

p

The G-vacuum is the

are the left-invariant Cartan forms, the

Here it fixes the coefficient of the cosmological

term.
2)

Supergravity.

Here it fixes the value of the coefficient of the Barita

Schwinger term relative to the conventional term.
3)

G-vaeuum as a solution.

The De Sitter gravity.

In

d • 5

supergravity it reduces the number of free parameters of the

theory from 10 to six only.

It is obvious at this stage that similar reductions

will take place in other theories.

curvature defined by (1.20) is then vanishing and the potentials are gauge
Once the theory has been written according to l) and 2) the stage is
null.
set for the rheonomy principle to be applied.
h)

The rheonomy principle.

Its strength is quite evident

The theory should admit other solutions besides
from the simple example of supergravity, as we shall see in the next section.

the

G-vacuum.
Here the most general theory satisfying l) and 2) only is given by:

Comaent.

The degree p

of the action does not coincide with the dimension of

the group and is lower than that of the quotient
of

G

G/H

where

H

is a subgroup

under which the action is now exactly invariant.
How do we select

p

once the group

G

is given?

We have no generic

mathematical procedure which would yield the existing theories without working
However the extra term is seen to yield rigid theories no matter how small the
very hard.

In practice the principles which we Just stated lead immediately
parameter

a.

We must set

a = 0

and conventional supergravity is recovered

to the conclusion that in the groups so far explored there is only one dimension
as the only possibility.
in which the theory produces an acceptable action.

Here we see that the parameter

a

is not dimension-

Most choices of dimension
less and that this is most probably the reason why it must be discarded.

lead to "rigid" theories in which the vacuum is the only solution.

In

It is quite
more complicated cases, discarding of the parameters with the wrong dimension

plausible that most groups do not have any acceptable action at all.

For
is necessary but not sufficient condition for rheonomy.

Finally, we recall

instance in some groups it is not possible to balance exactly the fermlon
that conventional gravity in dimension 3 is a rigid theory, quite possibly the
degrees of freedom with the boee ones on shell and one has to introduce extra
simplext case of rigid theory that one can build out of the principles l) and
fields making the theory impure.

In this case it is better to consider the
2).

theory as derived from a pure one through dimensional reduction.
for the existence of the vacuum is however easy to implement.

-17-

The condition

If the action

which satisfy eq. (3.5) and which i s
cosw occajjxe.
built up with G/H potentials only i s called an H-orthogonal oemai^e^, the
reasons for which we are going to discuss.
•

A s e t of a p-form

A and p-2 form

-18-

Considering theories in vaich there are only linear terms in the
SEC. IV.

curvature we see that the corresponding condition 2) appears now as:

H = 1

SUPEEGRAVITY

Supergravity In k dimensions is the first non trivial pure theory

(3.T)

•J=

constructed besides gravity.

It originates from the graded De Sitter group

which includes the ordinary De Sitter group as a subgroup.
which is the condition for the form multiplet given by
closed.
G.

v,

to be covariantly

In this case it represents an element of the Chevalley cobamology on

parameters of

which are fermi.
<D

Quite appropriately there is one such element for the Poincare group and

Besides the 10

SO(2,3), all Bose in character, it contains h apinor components
Correspondingly the set of forms consists of a connection

, of a vierbetn

Vs

and of a spinorbein

i(i. The curvatures are defined by:

it yields ordinary gravity; there is no such element for the De Sitter unless
one generalizes the closure condition by admitting the cosmologies! term

A.

There are arguments based on the relative exact sequence of cobwnology groups
which' state that the absolute cohoaology of a group is isomorphic to the one
relative to the biggest semi-simple subgroup, in our case the Lorentz group.
If ve translate this statement into the more familiar one which affirms that
the fonn must be orthogonal with respect to the Lorentz group, that is the
theory is gauge invariant under the Lorentz group.

These objects are related to the physical quantities via the relations

This gauge invariance is

therefore a consequence of the postulates at least in the simple cases considered.

In general, it is not possible to reduce the corresponding problem

to the search for a cohomology class on

G.

is nevertheless Intrinsic in character.

A cohomology group has a definition

which is intrinsic to the group
of

G.

We stress, hovever, that the problem

The cohomology class need not be represented by an invariant form.

some sen#e the group

G

fc

G, it states in fact a topologies! property
In

is telling us how it can be broken preferentially while

preserving some subgroup Intact.

Hheonomy, on the other hand, is a much more

here K = AirG i s the Planck length, e is a parameter vhich i s dimensionless and will be fixed in extended supergravity.
The Bianchi identities can be written as:

difficult and technically involved condition to implement, but finally it
fixes all remaining parameters of the theory.

If satisfied, the deduction of

the sttpersymmetry transformations is immediate matter.

It is quite likely

that there are no physically acceptable actions of degree higher than quadratic

(U.3)

in the curvature; once the connections are expressed in terms of the other
fields,

iiie equation of motion would be of order higher than second.

Quite

likely the known 11 dimensional theory of Julia Cremmer ana Seherk can be
derived from a pure theory of the form described here.

In the limit of

e •+ 0

we obtain the graded Poincare group with the curvatures:

-19-20-

and Bianchi Identities:

- O

The problem i s new that of constructing an action of the kind:

The equations (2.11):

determine

It i s easily seen that all quadratic invariants in the curvature are either
divergencies or can be reduced to first order terms modulo a divergence. They
will be omitted.
We require new SO(3>1) gauge invariance of the theory. This Implies,
besides other things, that the u a cannot enter in A » v , for we cannot
construct a set of v^ transforming homogeneously by suing algebraic operations
only on the y . Therefore, A»vji are some polinomials in the V* and i>
only, having the proper tensorial character. Moreover we must select terms
having the proper parity properties. These terms appear as paeudoscalars in
1,
tangent space since the volume element d x i s already included in the
definition. Taking this into account we see that the action must be of the
form:

A-

the remaining parameters with one exception of notable Interest. The

resulting action is of the form:

AThe parameter

It.10)

a appears as multiplying a Paul! like term.

Kheoncmy forces

a • 0, as we shall see.
The variational equations are now given by:
Torsion equation:

(variation in u

)

_ ^cA
Einstein equation: (variation in V*)

.

U.7)
Gra-vltiao "Barita Schwlneer" equation: (variation In

At this stage we use eq.. (2.11) and recall that the covariant derivative of a
coadjolnt supermultiplet is given by:
-21-

(U.13)

-22-

If

on

a = 0 toy projecting on \(iW we obtain the equation:

G

such that

t,*x = identity.

Therefore there Is a map:

t.13)
i

fcl

= 0 in turn implies that a l l
which implies ^ - m n = 0 i f a = 0. But P
curvatures van
vanish and that vacuum is the only solution. Therefore ve select
a = 0. How the remaining equations give:

K =

The inner components P
equations:

ffln

and R ^

obey the Harita Schwinger and Einstein

The outer components are determined by the following conditions:

acting on the forms u „ on M and yielding a new solution Rh(X)u „ of the
field equations on H. This solution, depending on the choice of X, will
follow from u „ through generic coordinate, gauge and supersymmetry transformations .
The Infinitesimal form of these transformations can be easily obtained
from the AGCT in eq. (1.36). Here there appear intrinsic components of the
curvatures along the y . Generally these components are called the supercovariant curvature components. In conventional supergravity, i t pays off to
distinguish between Inner components (those along V) and outer (along <|i).
Rheonomy implies that a l l components can be expressed uniquely in terms of
those which axe completely inner. If M is orthogonal to the ty t h i s means
that if we know the tangential components of the curvature R along M then
we can reconstruct a l l the others. Therefore the AOCT can be locally reconstructed on H and the infinitesimal rheonomy transformations recovered. For
instance using the rheonomic conditions (U.15) and (It.IT) in the AGCT formula
(1.36) we find the first order supersymmetry transformations of Deser-Zumino:

This is the moment to elaborate, the concept of rheonomy vhich was briefly
introduced in Section II.

(It.19c)

The idea is that a solution of the field equations is given on a
standard k dimensional Hypersurface

M^

contained In

G.

Using the normal

components of the field equations we see that, by knowing the tangential components of the curvature we can retrieve the normal ones.
means that once a solution is fixed on
whole

G

in a unique way.

Mr

Heuristieally, this

it can be propagated through the

This statement Is possibly Just of local character

but for the moment we want to draw qualitative conclusions.
Consider now the injection map M •+• G and a generic diffeomorphysm
A
A
'* A
G + G. Given the v
on G the pull back defines y
= A. p . Inversely,
A
the field equations yield a unique extension of the input (i,, to a solution

In general one splits the Lie algebra ^ of S into a !H part (which
corresponds to the Lorentz+ Internal subgroup) and a IK, part (the vierbeins
and the i|i)'. 1\ must be further Bplit into an inner part J It (of the same
dimensionality as M) and an outer part @ (orthogonal to M). Hheonomy
implies that we can always express any outer part through the inner one. From
the following examples i t will be clear how this works.
-2lt-

-23-
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SEC.

V.

EXTENDED SUPERGRAVITIES AS IMPURE THEORIES IS d

k

AMD OTHER FUSE

condition, ia- given in terms of the inner. V & V^ components of the photon
curvature (namely

THEORIES IB d > h

F ^ ) . Such a rheonomic condition will be provided by the

outer projections of the equations of motion in a true geometrical formulation
In previous s e c t i o n s we have considered the pure theoiy of

N• 1

which avoids the Hodge duality.

The first order group-manifold formulation of

Supergravity and we have e x p l i c i t l y shown t h a t i t i s t h e l o c a l theory o f t h e

the

N= 2

and H = 3 theories was given in [9,10].

supergroup

the

N= 2

case i s "impure"

Osp(!+/1)

Poincare group.

or o f i t s contraction

Coming now t o extended

Osp(lt/1), namely t h e graded

B>1

Supergravities, i t i s quite

as much as the

the particle content ia that of the 0ap(l*/2)

It turns out that also

H > 3 ones.

In fact, although

potential, the physical propa-

evident t h a t they should be t h e l o c a l t h e o r i e s o f t h e corresponding orthosymplectic

gation of the spin 1 field and the requirement of non t r i v i a l solutions on the

groups

group manifold (rheonomy) demands the Introduction of the 0-form

Osp(U/N){or continuation t h e r e o f ) .

In t h i s r e s p e c t , however, a l l the

authors have been aware t h a t , at l e a s t for B > 3 , t h e s e t h e o r i e s could not he
regarded as pure i n that they involve more fundamental f i e l d s than t h e components
of t h e Yang-Hills p o t e n t i a l

y

of i,iie corresponding supergroup.

the B = 3 case [ 5 ] , for example, besides t h e graviton
+p

and t h e three spin 1 - f i e l d s

V* , the three gravitino

A* , which c o n s t i t u t e t h e Osp(!*/3)

the supermultiplet contains a spin 1/2 Hsjorama p a r t i c l e
nature i s that o f a 0-form.

Indeed, in

Therefore tlie action o f

potential

X, whose geometrical

N = 3 Supergravity and,

P-i-M

as

an independent field.
Quite differently, as we shall see, the
dimensions, vhich i s based on the

Indeed in that case we also have a graviton
and two gravitinoa

V a (x),

a U(l)-potential

^ (x), which can be embedded in the

connection, yet differently from the
B

H = 2 theory in 5 space-time

SU(2,2/l) supergroup, is completely pure.
B(x)

SU(2,2/l) pseudo-

d = h ease the propagator of the spin 1

i s obtained from a totally geometric Lsgrangian which avoids both

0-forms

s i m i l a r l y , o f a l l t h e H > 3 t h e o r i e s has got t o be impure, i n t h e sense

and the Hodge duality and vhich i s rheonomic in the sense discussed above.

elucidated shove.

H « 2 theory in

The case
pure
v£,

t h e 2-gravitinos

potentials.
of

If = 2 [ 6 , 7 ] , however, was thought t o be comparable t o the

H m 1 case, since the H • 2

supermultiplet contains only t h e graviton

+* and the spin 1 A

which complete the

H = 2 theory using only t h e Yang-Hills p o t e n t i a l s and curvatures o f t h e

0sp(li/2) supergroup.

H= 2

The

i s impure because i t can be obtained as a fragment of

the dimensional reduction of the pure
ment ia the

0sp(l(/2)

Accordingly in [ 8 ] Townsentf and van Kieuwenhuizen wrote t h e action

d= k

N = 2 theory in

d = 5.

The other frag-

super Yang-Hills theory to be discussed in later sections.

At this point we try to make the above discussion on extended Supergravities explicit.

Let us consider the supergroups

Osp(U/N).

They are

described by the following curvatures [ 9 ] :

Their formulation, however, i s not y e t "geometrical"

in t h e s t r i c t sense we defined i n previous s e c t i o n s .

Indeed t h e i r Lagrangian
(5-la)

makeB e s s e n t i a l use of t h e Hodge duality operation on the space-time manifold,

r

so that t h e e^pwtions^of motion cannot be naturally extended t o the whole
superspace, as we did for the 5 = 1
l i m i t a t i o n t o the

theory.

The p r i c e you pay for such a
(5.1b)

x-space surface i s the i n a b i l i t y t o determine the form of

the supersymmetry transformation laws d i r e c t l y from the equations of notion;

5>

a c t u a l l y you do not even know whether such transformations e x i s t which leave
the x-space action invariant.

(5-lc)

Indeed the authors o f [ 8 ] had t o construct the
-AS
;\

supersymmetry trans formation lows s t a r t i n g from some e x p l i c i t ausatze and
found t h a t , besides t h e 0sp(!*/2)

covariant derivative of t h e i n f i n i t e s i m a l

parameters, t h e gravitino law had an additional
they named "non-geometrical".
ifi , must have a V

ip

(x)

.

A S

AC

A

«B

,

_ft

B

- ^ ^

dependent term which

From the point of view of the group-manifold

approach t h i s term i s an i n d i c a t i o n t h a t t h e
s

F

;

curvature of t h e gravitino

non sero component which, by meanB of some rheonomic

where

V° i s the Vierbein 1-form,

#A the H-gravitinos (Majorana spinor

1-fonus,
-26-

-25-

(5.Id)

(5.2)

the

«(H - 1)
2

the S0(l,3)

SO(H)

ab

gauge potentials and

Lorentz connection.

their physical dimensions and

K

In eqs. (5-1)
and

e

has

H

In the limit

OspCt/H) supergroup which, instead of the

central charges.

bsp(U/H)

5

V a , i^, A ^ , a
a 5**

and
(5.6)

have already

are respectively the Planck's length

and a dimensionleBS gauge coupling constant.
the contracted

, contained in R

which does not contain any further free parameter besides the contraction
parameter e.
The theory described by the action principle (5-5) is t r i v i a l for a l l
B > 2. In fact the variation of (5-5) in A , instead of giving the Maxwell
inhomogeneous equation gives:

e •* 0

we obtain

which implies

SO(H) internal group

In the Bame limit the Oe Sitter subgroup

80(23)

(5.7)

contracts to the Poincare group.

Following the scheme of the previous sections ve try to construct a

where -P
are the space-time components of the gravitino curvature. Eq. (5.7)
rules out any propagation of the spin 3/2 particle and, used in the other
equations of motion, leads t o the conclusion that the vacuum

purely geometrical action of the type:

A'

(5.3)

(5.8)
where
parity

A, v . v , n.
sib
P =-1:

is an

SO(l,3)

SO(H) orthogonal eosmococycle of

i s the only solution of (5-5). The case H = 1 is exceptional Just because,
AB
in this limit, there is no A
field and eq. (5.6) does not exist.
In order to detrlvialize the theory (5-5) we are forced to add to i t
a new piece, called the detrivializing action, which contains additional
0-form fields. The structure of the detrivializing action and the number and
type of 0-forms depends on R.
M = 2 Theoiy. The only component of the connection A
i s A . If we set

r. J

and V denotes the Osp(U/H) covariant derivative (in this case in the coadjoint
representation). Excluding the Pauli like terms which have been shown to
t r i v i a l i z e the theory already in the B = 1 case, we get the answer

f ' .

(5.9)
and we introduce a 0-form field
the H = 2 theory by setting:

-F- ba , we obtain the complete action of

(5-10)

(5.5)

where
-28-

-27-

f[is essentially the Maxwell action of the electromagnetic field written in
first order formalism.
The equations of motion, obtained from the independent variation of
the fields in , V a , 1(1,, A
and F a are now written using only the exterior
algebra operations d and A and hold on the entire group manifold. They
imply the following rheonomic conditions:

which is the standard formula in ref [8].
H J 5 Theory. We Bet:

(5.15)
(5.12a)
(5.12b)
(5.12c)

The detrivializing action contains, besides a 0-form F*. which. In second
order, will represent the space-time components of R , another O-form Majorana
splaor X which stands for the spin 1/2 particle of the K « 3 Bupermultiplet.
Explicitly 19] one finds:

(5.16)
vhere, using the substitution (5.15) in (5.5) one has

Aac
where the space-time components
propagation equations:

BubJect t o t h e

tollawing

(5.13a)

(5.13b)

'" ' b 1 ^

Z. "b " '

mvl

"^

'

(5.i3c)

In eq. (5.12c) one can recognise the "non geometrical term" of the gravitino
superajTnnetry transformation lav. Indeed using eq. (5.12c) in the formula for
the AGCT of infinitesimal fermionic parameter e we obtain
-29-

and

(5.18)

The variation of the action (5-lfi) in a l l the independent fields (<u , V a , i|i ,
BA, FA , X) gives equations of motion which imply the following rheonomic
conditions:
(5.19a)

are. The essential difference is that in General Relativity matter is
optional, here instead i t is mandatory in order to avoid trivialization.
Quite posBibly impure theories can tie derived through dimensional
reduction from pure theories in higher dimension. The O-forms are components
of the Yang-Mills potentials associated with group generators which are
^Lcvoba'WttvW. after dimensional reduction.
A simple example will clarify the situation. Let us consider the
pure theory of gravity in D = 5. I t is based on the Poincare group ISO(l,U).
The action i s :

R

(5.20)

where

J ABC

(5.21a)

(5.19d)
(5.21b)

From, equations (5-19) one can read off the transformation lav, under
supersymmetry of the physical fields
V a , BA, <(iA, X .
The derivation of the impure theories of extended supergravity for
N > 3 i s feasible with the same procedure used in the first two cases but i t
i s increasingly complicated and painful. Essentially one has to introduce a
0-form for a l l the spins less than 1 appearing in the corresponding supermultiplet and, in the case of bosons, for each of them, also a 0-form
representing their apace-time derivatives ( i . e . for a scalar field
one
3
has LP and $ a , later to be identified with a Q)- Then a l l possible
SO(H) S0(l,3) gauge invariant terms of the correct parity P = -1 are
written down and summed to the minimal action (5-5) with undetermined coefficients. Checking one by one the equations of motion these coefficients
are now fixed in such a way as to allow ison vacuum solutions having the
rheonomic property.
Apart from the labour involved, this procedure lacks in aesthetical
satisfaction. The extra 0-forms are not part of the potential u , rather
they live in the background described by i t , the same way as matter fields,
in General Relativity, are superimposed on the background metric. Moreover
the action is not completely determined by the group structure, the same way
as i t happens in pure theories. In this sense the impure theories of extended
supergravity seem to be no more unified than coupled Mater + Einstein systems
-31-

r

are the curvatures of the ISO (l,U) group, (Jjf being the SO(l,l*) connection
and "V ** the funfbein. Our convention is that the indices a, b, .. run
from 1 to 5 while a,b,e .. run from 1 to U. The equations of motion of the
theory (5.20) imply, the same as in d = U, the factorization of the Lorenti
Buhgroup S0(l,'i} and the vanishing of the torsion K a . We get:

(5-22a)

ft

(5.22b)

abcde

The dimensional reduction of the theory (5-20) restricts the manifold of solutions
of eq.a. (5.22a) and (5.226) t o those admitting a constant k i l l i n g vector. We
recall t h a t , under a AGCT transformation of parameters fi= ((f , £ J
we have
(5.23a)

-32-

r"

(5.28a)
(5.23b)

(5.23b)
A killing vector J\ is a set of parameters ( £j ,u
> such that the
corresponding variation of the funfbein and connection is identically zero.
We assume that I'v has a constant space-like *5
component, for instance:
a.

=0
From

(5.2k)

C \fjsd>v W = 0 , using (5.2U) in (5.23a) we obtain:
=0

where Ra(ca, V) and R = dA can now be reinterpreted as the torsion of the
re-dimensional space-time spanned by V^ and the field strength of an electromagnetic potential respectively.
In this way i t appears that the torsion equation in d = 5 contains,
after dimensional reduction, the analogue of eq,. (5.12b) discussed in the
context of N = 2 Supergravity.
Using now (5.25b) and the redefinitions (5.27) to compute the 1R
and E
curvatures we obtain:

V,

(5-25a)

(5.29a)
(5.29b)

The constraint (5.25b) inserted into eq.. (5.22a) yields:

If we insert eq.. (5.29) into eq. (5.22b) and implement eq. (5-28) we get;
(5.26a)
yfnn

(5.26b)

vbich are the dynamical equations of the Maxwell Einstein system in h space-

Therefore, if we make the following redefinitions:

time dimensions.

(5.27a)

We note that starting from eq. (5.27) as an ansatz and

substituting

eq. (5.29) into the action (5.20) one obtains:

=A

(5.27b)
(5.27c)

A - \\

(5.27a)
One easily realizes that in (5-31) the coefficient (in the exterior algebra
sense) of the 1-form A is the "impure" Lagranglan of the Maxwell-Einstein
system as i t appears in the bosonic sector of N = Z Supergravity (see eq. (5.11))-

we obtain
-33-

We can therefore conclude that dimensional reduced theories can be obtained in
two steps, first assuming equations similar to (5-29) which correspond to the
existence of a killing vector (in the standard language this means t r i v i a l
dependence on same coordinates!, secondly taking as Lagrangian the coefficient
of the volume element of the suppressed dimensions.
The important point is that performing this exercise in the first
order formalism we naturally obtain the appearance of the O-forma. In this

(5.33b)

(5.33c)

(5.33d)

&.r*

a"b

particular example we see that F
is the component of Z£> , namely the gauge
field of the ^j^ generator of 30(1,It). In the dimensional this generator is
broken because we are no longer allowed to mix spatial and internal dimensions.
This confirms the statement we started with: 0-forms are remnants of 'broken
generators.
M = 2 Theoiy In d = 5- The minimal supergravity theory in 5 space-time
dimension can be formulated as a pure theory although i t contains a propagating
spin 1 particle [12]. We need a suitable supergroup G. From a physical
point of view we may guess what the structure of G will be by looking at the
field content of the theory. In d = 5 the spin, 2 gravlton has 5 and the spin
3/2 complex gravitino field has on-shell degrees of freedom (we remind the
reader that in d • 5 no Hajorana spinor can be defined.) The mismatch 8 - 5 = 3
between the fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom may be compensated by the
presence of a 3pin 1 vector field (Maxwell field), Thus we expect the minimal
supergroup G to contain, besides the non propagating Lorentz connection
ma , a funfbein V a (x), a Maxwell field B and a complex gravitino field
£ . This is exactly the field content of the Yang-Hills potential for the
superalgebra SU(2,2/l) and i t s contractions. The p can be written as
follows:

where

K

constant.

is a length parameter and
In this way the fields

are the SO(l,U) Lerentz generators, P

aD
eoranutlng t r a n s l a t i o n s , Z ^

a
t h e U ( l ) g e n e r a t o r and

The conventions used for the

have their canonical

T-matrlx algebra in d = 5 are the following ones:

,-,-,-;-

(5.35c)

crrc~l p
e + 0

In this limit the

(5-35d)

in eq. (5-33) we get the contracted supergroup
U(l) charge of the gravitino is zero and

In reference [12] we determined the action of

SU(2,2/l) ia described writing the curvatures:

D = 5 supergravity

through the following steps:
(5.33a)

(5.35a)
(5-35b)

becomes a central charge.

supereymmetries.

The structure of

»

4

SU(2,2/1).

Q, (Q) t h e complex

and

(5.3U)

If we perform the limit

the (in general) non

is a dimensionaless gauge coupling

scale dimension (in d = 5 ) :

(5.32)

where J .

e

V s , ?, B

i)

First we assumed that the theory is pure and we looked for an

action of the type:
-35-36-

Z

The vacuum at the above theory corresponds to

E

= 0

vhieh in particular means

(5.36)
where A, v A , v ^ are Lorentz orthogonal eoehains of order 5, 3 and 1 transforming respectively in the identity, coadjoint and coad coad representation
of the SU(2,2/l) supergroup. Lorentz orthogonality means that the coehains
A, v A , v ^ are constructed using only V a , B and £ but not u a . The belief
that the theory would be pure was based on the previous results of paper [13]
which demonstrated how a spin 1 propagating field can be described, in 5 spacetime dimensions by a Lagrangian free from 0-forms and Hodge duality,
i i ) Secondly we solved the cosmococycle condition

^

^

Since the Kiemanian cunsubuce of the space-time manifold i s H , the vacuum
of the non contracted SU(2,2/l) theory ia a 5-dimenaional De Sitter space
with a De Bitter radius of order

la the contraction limit

(5-3T)

(5.39)

K2

e •+ 0

we have

rDe bitter
m**
* "

the vacuum

D

becomes a standard Minkovski space.

We see that, in the same limit the first

two termB disappear from eq. (5-38).

They are the cosmological terms.

The equations of motion of (5-38) yield the following rheonomic
which guarantees the existence of the vacuum solution and we obtained a purely

conditions:

geometrical action with 6 free parameters.
iii)

Finally, we examined the equations of motion and we determined the

parameter conditions to be satisfied in order for the equations of motion to
admit not vacuum solutions.
n

The result is the following unique action where

is a discrete parameter which can be either

-_ _ hk,

(5.

1 or - 1 . (n = ±l):

\ i
C5.1tld)

(5.8)

-37-

As usual from eq. (5.^1) we can read off the supersymmetry transformation laws of tbe various fields. In particular from eq. (5.*ilc) we see that
the gravitino transformation law has a non geometrical term similar to the
one appearing in N = 2 d = U supergravity (see eq. (5.1b)).
The important and novel feature of the d = 5 theory is given by
eq. (5• Ulb} and (J.ltla) which are Just a yield of tbe torsion equation,
namely the variations^, equation of the uia 1-form. Combing (5.Ula) and
we obtain an algebraic equation for ui
which can be solved. The
-38-

result gives u>*
of the last tvo.

E^, V a , B

as a function of

and the spatial derivatives

If we r e s t r i c t the original group-manifold action to the space-time
surface, taking only the coefficient of dxp . . . dxv in the expansion of the
Lagrangian 5-form and i f we replace w^ by i t s explicit solution, ve obtain the
second order formulation of the theory. Setting for simplicity K = 1, C = 0
the second order Lagrangian turns out to be:

Before leaving the present section it is worthwhile mentioning that the
same group

SU(2,2/l) can tie used in

d = It to construct the group-manifold

formulation of compound supergravity recently obtained by Castellani-Fre and
van. Hiewenhuizen 111*].

Such a theory is somewhat exceptional in the present

framework because besides being impure it is written only on a submanifolft of
the SU(2,2/1) group.

Space limitations prevent us from a full-fledged discussion

of this theory and we refer the reader to the original paper.

P
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(5.1*2)
SEC. VI.

KIHEMATICAL CONSTHAIUTS A m AUXILIARY FIELDS IN THE GROUP MANIFOLD
PHAMEWOEK

where
In the investigation of supergravity and Super Yang-Mills theories a
(5.**3a)

central place is occupied by the problem of finding for each theory the convenient set of auxiliary fields.

Having the auxiliary fields means to deal

vith a closed superaynmetry algebra which is extremely important for the quantiz-

_c

c

(5-U3b)

ation programme.

In the standard approach the auxiliary fields are also

necessary in order to couple matter multipleta to supergravity (tensor calculus

1

(5.1.3c)

[15]).
•As we shall presently see the auxiliary fields are nothing else th«n
"outer components"

fJ~

(Z

of the group curvatures

R

which are Bet to sero by the

equations of nation of the matter-free theory, but develop finite values in the

- L> '

presence of matter sources.

From this point of view the search of auxiliary

fields and the related tensor calculus is irrelevant in our approach.
It is evident from eg.. (5.It2) that, in the second order formalism the
dependence has disappeared: moreover the Maxwell kinetic term of the
(F

F y ) has teen generated.

The propagation equation of

B

nB

Indeed

the problem of coupling matter to supergravity ia transformed into the problem
field

is already

of writing a consistent group manifold action for the matter multiplet.

Once

this is obtained the coupling is simply given by the sum of the two actions of

present in the group manifold first order equations although somewhat hidden.

supergravity + matter.

Actually one of the projections of the group manifold equations yields:

provide new rheonomic symnetry conditions where formerly zero outer components

The equations of motion of the coupled system will

of the group curvatures are now non aero and expressed in terms of the matter
fields.

u

^i-^

In this way we automatically obtain the correct supersymmetry laws

avoiding the use of tensor calculus.

which upon substitution of the explicit value of

a

ab

We shall explicitly illustrate this mechanism by coupling
as a function of

!f = 1

Supergravity to the Wess-Zumino multiplet [16] as it was done in [IT]. However,

u- V *v gives:

It is in view of the quantization programme that the search of auxiliary fields
-39-
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Is still of Interest In our approach.

The reason is the folloving.

As ve have

seen In previous sections the group-manifold variational equations provide us

In order to construct a supersynmetrie quantum theory we need a
representation of the supersymmetry algebra which closes (satisfies Jacob!

with a set of rheonomic conditions on group curvatures corresponding to a given

Identities) without use of the propagation equations (in the present case

set of supersymmetry transformation lavs.

eq.s (6.U)). Such a representation i s already provided by the AOCT transformations (interpreted on x-space) when no rheonomic condition is imposed on
the curvatures and all outer components of the group curvatures are treated as
extra independent fields. In this sense ve can say that unrestricted AGCT
transformations correspond to the mammal set of auxiliary fields.

The algebra of these transformations

is usually named "on-shell* 'because they satisfy Jacob 1 identities only upon use
of the propagation equations of physical fields.

This result can lie understood

in a different way: If we take the rheonomic conditions and ve use them in the
Bianehi identities:

(6.1)

ve see that certain constraints on the inner curvature components

tr

are

implied.. It goaa without Maying that these constraints are the propagation
equations.
In

IT » 1

d • k Svpergravity, for instance, if ve insert in the

Bisnchia!'

(6.2a)
(6.a)

(6.2c)

the rheonomic conditions givon in (I*. 15), (4.IT), namely:

(6.3a)
(6.3b)

(6.3c)

we get the propagation equations (U.16):

£

"
-1*1-

(6A)

Of interest to physics is the minimal set of auxiliary fields. This is
the one which originates from the minimal parametrissation of outer curvature
components satisfying Bianchi identities without use of propagation equations.
Therefore, the problem Is that of writing down the maximal number of constraints
op outer curvature components which can be implemented,still maintaining the
inner ones unrestricted. These constraints are usually named "kin*Trmtlcal" •
The difference between standard auperspace approach and ours is that, in the
first there i s no a priori suggestion for the choice of these kinematical constraints and you have to Invent them out of ingenuity; in the second,' instead,
you already have a set of constraints (which i s certainly consistent because It
originates from a variations! principle) but which is too restrictive for an
off-shell theory. The problem i s , therefore, that of finding the minimal
number of rheonomic conditions to be relaxed. This relaxation gives birth to
the minim*! set of auxiliary fields. To say it in plain vords, in the rheonomy
scenario one trades the problem of understanding vhy certain constraints are to
be Imposed for the question of why Bone of then remain while others are to be
removed in the off-shell formulation.
This point of view has some distinct advantages. Indeed, as ve shall
presently see the kinematical constraints, at least In the few theories where
they hare been derived, are Just two. The first i s the statement that the
torsion i s , so to say, "on-shell", namely, satisfies i t s own equation of motion
obtained through the variation of the nan propagating 1-form u (or In impure
theories the non propagating 0-forms); the second one, as far as ve know,
cannot be written as yet, like the f i r s t , as an exterior algebra statement, but
i t corresponds to the elimination in the t • component of the
curvature of certain representations of the factorized subgroup H • Lorentz
SO(H). We do not yet have a full understanding of why this further constraint
can be maintained, however, ve feel that i t resembles very much a representation
selection rule whose final geometrical meaning will soon be retrieved. The
first constraint on the other hand is crystal clear: i t can be maintained because

it comes dovn from the equation of a non propagating field.

Hence it cannot

imply propagation equations.

5D

together with equations which express the spinor derivative
in terms of
of , la. i^ s

In order to briefly illustrate hov these ideas work ve consider a few
cases.

A more detailed discussion of these examples, together with the

explanation of an algebraic technique vhieh allows a very auick. and compact
analysis of the Bianchi-.identitiawi will be presented in a forthcoming paper [l8].
M = i a » k Supergravity.
propagating

u

It is therefore evident that the minimal set of auxiliary fields of Ferrara and
van Hieuwenhuizen [19] and Stelle and West [20] are obtained simply by erasing
the constraint

In this case the equation of motion of the non-

A f-

Lorents connection is:

. (6.5)
If we insert eq. (6.5) into the Bianchi identity (6.2b) we obtain:

.M.

(6.6a)

(6.9)

that i s , implementing the torsion equation plus the spin 1/2 exclusion constraint
(6.7).
We shall show in [18] that the minimal set of auxiliary fields for
H = a supergravity both in d > b [21] and d = 5 [18] can be retrieved by an
analogous procedure. How, we discuss the coupling of the Wess-Zumino multiplet to H = 1 supergravity. This will enable us to show that contrary to
what is usually said the minimal set of Supergravity auxiliary fields is not
sufficient. Indeed in this coupling the constraint (6.7) is explicitly violated.
This should hot be surprising because the final on-shell transformation rules
obtained from our approach coincide with those obtained from tensor calculus
after elimination of the auxiliary fields and show a term proportional to
i|i

in the

aupersymmetry variation.

This fact can happen only if:

(6.6b)
The reason why, in tensor calculus people insist that the minimal set (Aa,S,P)
is sufficient is that they perform such field redefinitions so to have some of

where AHi , A&1 are two axial vectors, C'^is a pseudoscalar, O a scalar
and x a Hajorana spinor. They are auxiliary fields appearing in the gravitino
transformation law. It is evident that they are more than necessary since
the mismatch between Bosons and fermions was originally 6 and ve Just needed
6 extra bosonic auxiliary degrees of freedom rather than 10. This suggests
that we can s t i l l implement a constraint. Indeed if we set X = °i namely i f
we demand

the minimal set auxiliary fields
WeBB-Zumino supennultiplet•

-1*3-
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terms.

For matter multiplets, as for impure supergravity
However,
The

logical steps are the following [IT]STEP 1.

Suppose that we start with the physical fields of some supermultiplet.

In the present case they are a scalar

A(x)

a pseudoscalai-

B(x)

and a

X(x). Let us now assume that these fields, originally defined

on x-space, are extended to functions on the quotient space
G = 0sp(h/l) and H = S0(l,3).

This means that

G/H where in this

A, B and

X

are now '

regarded as superfields on the supergravitational background described by the
VielDein

(6.8)

41

we have the non triviality condition which is still severely restrictive.

case

and we insert (6.6a), (6.6b) in the remaining Bianchis (6.2c) and (6.2a) we get:

containing

theories, there is no "cohomology" framework to construct the action.

Hajorana spinor

(6.7)

(S,P,Aa)

E = (V a , * ) .

2.

The exterior derivative of A, B and X can 'be expanded in the (Vs, ip)

basis:

(6.13d)
(6.11a)

C6.i3t>
.0.

(6. lit)

• =r ,

where ?& - 9& and 5 • r » " J
the 1-fonns
-where ve have introduced the coefficients

+,!!,£,

, A , and

H

V* and

a r e t n e tan

«e" 1 * vectors dual to

given in (6.12):

vhlch are

all superflelds and nave the following transformation properties under the
Lorentz group:

(6.

+

- vector

H

» axial vector

E,

« Majorana spinor

H

» matrix in spinor space transforming Majorna spiaora.

Srjsf 3. In order to be Bupersymmetric our theory must be rheonomic. This means
that, upon use of the equations of motion, the outer congxments t ,
, M
of the exterior derivative, which la the analogue for natter fields of the
group curvature, must be expressible in terms of the inner ones, namely

If ve are la a flat supergravitational background (= rigid superspace), namely
if:

*a'

n

a' Aa o r l n teTn* ot t h e A» B a n d x
In full generality ve can write

fields themselves.

(6.15a)

CO -0

V'.dAf «,•#,,.„,

(6.15b)

(6.15c)

the fields

+ a , n a , £,

,

and M can be written as follows:
Ve observe that vhile

^ A

a ,

^, 6 2 are dimensionless constants- since:

(6.13a)

(6.16)
(6.13b)
a_, a^, b,, b_ have instead the dimensions of a length.
(6.13c)

laws we have to set
-1*5-

Therefore if ve want

a supersymnetric theory without dimensional parameters in the transformation
b g » 0).
-1*6-

STEP U.

The remaining parameters

a ,a , B , 6

implementation of the "Bianchl Identities"

are fixed by the

Eq. (6.21a) has a two-fold meaning. On one hand i t defines X as a
derivative of A (or B); on the other i t imposes a constraint on the complex
superfield

[= integrability conditions):

= 0

(6.17)
(6.22)

The reBult i s :
(6.16a)

- 3V

(6.18b)

It i s not difficult to Bee that (6.21a) ie the familiar chirality condition
which makes
(z, 3) irreducible. Indeed a simple manipulation shows that
(6.21a) is equivalent to:

(6.18c)

The Bianchi consistent rheonomic conditions (6.18) correspond to the standard
on-shell supersymmetry transformation rules of the V-Z multiplet:
(6.19a)
(6.19b)
(6.19c)

(6.23)

The constraint (6.21b) on the other hand i s quadratic in the derivatives and
implies the equations of motion. It i s therefore suggested that assuming only
eqs. (6.18a.) and (6.l8b) while relaxing eq. (6.l8c)j should correspond to deal
with a single irreducible chiral superfield. Aa i t i s well known thia latter
contains, besides A, B and X, two auxiliary fields 7 and G. These are
immediately retrieved from Bianchi identities. Indeed relaxing (6,l3c), while
retaining (6.l8a) and (6.l6b), we find that the most general solution of the
Bianchi Identities ia the following:

The above transformations are on-shell "because the Bianchi identities (6.17)
+ the conditions (6.18) imply the Dlrac equation:
(6.20)

This result can be further illustrated by the following remarks.

(6.2U)

Assuming a

flat supergravity background and comparing equations (6.18) with (6.13) we see
that the following identities hold:

;u - § A *

(6.21a)

-U7-

which gives the off-shell algebra of the W-Z system. We note that, as i t is
well known, the fields F and G do not have canonical dimensions. This i s Just
the reason why they are auxiliary fields.
STEP 5. Knowing the rheonomic conditions consistent with Bianchi identities
the action of the multiplet can now be constructed. We want a first order
action and therefore we treat +_, and n as independent dynamical variables.
-1*8-
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Moreover ve want .the variation of these fields to yield the rheonomic
conditions (6,.l8a) and (6.l8b) which have been shown to be equivalent to chirallty
condition. All the retaining terms in the Lagranglan are then uniquely fixed
by the non-triviality requirement. For a massive multiplet the action turns
out to be:

STEP 6. As ve have already emphasized the coupled action of supergravlty and
W-Z

system is simply given by the sum of eq.. (1(.1O) (with a = 0) and eq.. (6.25)-

The supergravlty eq.a(lt.ll), (ti.12) and (!».13) are modified by the presence of
source terns:

(6.28a)

(6.28b)

where J
The structure of this action i s determined, by the non triviality requirement
in the flat euperspace.
This Implies the existence of all the various +
terms. In flat superspace $ • d@ and therefore these tents do not represent
physical interactions. However, as soon as the theory is established In flat
superspace i t can be generalized to any supergravitational curved background
replacing the left-invariant (V s , •) with generic soft forms (V*, +). In
this case the iff terms of the Lagrangian (6.25) become physical interactions
between the gravitino and the W-Z fields. These interactions are exactly
those found in the early papers on the coupling of matter to supergravity
based on the Hoether method I22]. We stress that the coupling is already
determined by the flat symmetry structure exactly as i t happens with the
coupling of matter to ordineary gauge theories or Einstein gravity.
The variatlonal equations associated with (6.2?) besides (6,l8a) and
(6.18b) yield:

(6.26c)

-4

(6.25)

, J&, and 2J are defined by the IJagrangiaB natter as follows:

-A

(6.29)

Explicitly one finds:
(6.30a)

(6.30b)

-AH
where

(6.26)

(6.31a)

where A , +n and Hn satisfy the following propagation equations

(6.31b)

(6.27)

-1.9-

(6.31c)

5.-|«A
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SEC. VII.

SUPEHSBMETHIC TtAHG-MIU£ THEORIES 0M THE SUPERGROUP MAHITOLD

(6.3ld)
Supersyrametric lang-Mills theories have been formulated on the group-

(6.31e)

manifold in [2k] and [2?] in the

H= 1

and

3=2

A thorough

discussion of the B • 1, D = 10 theory [27] and of i t s N = 1* descendant in
D = k w i l l be given in a forthcoming paper [26].

f.

case.

These theories are matter

theories and are constructed with the same procedure used for the W-Z m u l t i p l e t .
As group manifold

As it i s evident from eq.s (6.30) and (6.31) the supergravity sources besides
VW terms vhich modify the propagation equations of the graviton and- the
gravitino (and also the torsion) have t(iVV and WV terms vhich work as
sources for outer components of the curvatures, namely, supergravity auxiliary
.fields. Indeed the new rheonomlc conditions obtained from eq. (6.28) are the
following:

Q one chooses (in d * h)

(7-1)

where ^

Y.M.

i s the local Tang-Mills group.

The action v i l l then De

constructed in such a way as t o produce factorization of the subgroup

(7.2)

We briefly discuss the simplest example of H = 1 d = k theory and we give a

(6.32)

few anticipations on the Intriguing results obtained for the I> 10 theory by
R. D'Auria- F. Fre and da Silva and to be published in the forthcoming paper

[26].
1 » I d ' li Theory.
Comparing eq. (6.32) with eq. (6.6a) we see t h a t the tf-Z multiplet excites a l l
the auxiliary fields except
because

A f A'

and

x ^ 0.

A1.

The coupling i s manifestly non minimal

The fact t h a t

x

i s different from zero i s

We have a potential 1-form B for the Yang-Mills group

and a. Majorana
spinor 0-form A. Both B and \ are matrices
j
v u
v u
generating the adjoint representation of &L „ . The action was determined in
[25] using the requirement of non triviality in flat superspace exactly.the
same way as we constructed the W-Z action. It is as follows:

unavoidable because, whatever approach we r e l y on, we must end up with an
on-shell transformation r u l e of the

V

f i e l d which contains a term of the

following type:

(6.33)

already featured in eq. (20) of ref [23]. The appearance of *
in
0
which
in
turn
means
non
minimal
set
of
auxiliary
fields.
means that

-51-
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In eq. (7.3) 7
i s a O-form, also belonging to the adjoint representation of £„ u , vhieh. la treated as an independent field.
7 is the Yang-Hills
curvature:

We conclude therefore that the variation of the
to what happens in the W-Z system for
one hand it eliminates

t ^

>

F_

field, similarly

and n , plays a double r o l e .

On

setting:

(7-5)

(7.10)
The variation in the remaining fields

X

and

B

gives

(7.6)

together vlth the propagation aquations:

(7.7a).

(7-7b)

We most note that if we insert the vhole stock of rheonomic conditions (7-5)
and (7.6) into the Blanch! identities

(7.8)

-0
ve obtain the propagation equations (7-Ta) and (7-Tb).

Therefore the super-

and on the other i t places an irreducibility condition on the superfield
B^(x, e) which i s the counterpart of the chirality condition (6.23). The
irreducible superfleld contains the off-shell multlplet (B , X, P).
We note in passing that the action (7.3) is determined "by the
requirement an nan triviality in flat space. When ve go over to curved superspace the terms in f of eq. -(7.3) become the physical interaction* of the
Yang-Mills fields vlth the gravitino. They are Just the same aa they vere
determined in the early Naether approach of paper [22].
Special Features of H - 1 D " 10. It i s veil knew that the efforts to find
a set of auxiliary fields for the H - 1 D • 10 super Yang-Hills theory have
so far been frustrated. In paper [26] we shall give a full account of the
investigation of this theory which two of us (R. D'Auri«t~ F. Fr») have
carried on together with A. Da Silva. Since the computations involved are
quite massive and based on a group-theoretical algebraic technique vhlch
requires a lot of explanations ve refer the reader to our forthcoming paper
for all the details. We Just want to mention the sew property vhlch emerges
from this analysis. For the H - 1 D • 10 theory ve have a group-manifold action
very similar In structure to eq. (7.3). The variation in T^ gives similarly
to (7-5):

Bjnmnetry traasformation lavs associated with eq.s ( 7 . 5 ) , (7-6) consitute the
on-shell algebra.

(7.11)

On the other hand i f we i n s e r t only eq. (7.5) i n t o (7.8)

relaxing (7.6) ve get:

(7.9)

where now rm are
while in d • I* eq.
field which leaves
into the Bianchla,
•v7^ /

where

is a pseudoscalar auxiliary field in the adjoint representation of
*•*• f • ' ' S i ™ rise *° the off-shell superBynunetry algebra.
-53-

the S0(l,9) gaums, matrices.

It vas shown in [25] that,

(7.5) i s an Irreducibility condition on the BA<x, 6) superthe theory off-shell in D • 10 eq. (7.11). once Inserted
already Implies the Dlrac equation
^

(7.12)

-5k-

We have therefore examined in an extensive vay the Bianchi identities
of t h i s exceptional theory and we have come to the conclusion that whatsoever
linear or differential constraint of order 1, 2 or three on the components of
the curvature F = dB + B A B places the theory on shell. All the indications
we have collected from our computations point toward the conclusion that in
this maximally extended supersymmetric theory there are no kinematical constraints.
This implies that a l l the components of the unrestrained superfield BA(x, 9)
are necessary auxiliaiy fields.
In particular we can immediately prove that the off-shell multiplet must
contain spins larger than 1 notably a spin 3/2 representation is unavoidable.

[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22j
[23]
[2>t]
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